Wideband phantoms of different body tissues for heterogeneous models in body area networks.
One of the key issues about wireless technologies is their interaction with the human body. The so-called internet of things will comprise many devices that will transmit either around or through the human body. These devices must be tested either in their working medium, when possible, or in the most realistic one. For this purpose, tissue-like phantoms are the best alternative to carry out realistic analyses of the performance of body area networks. In addition, they are the conventional way to certify the compliance of commercial standards by these devices. However, the number of phantoms that work in large bandwidths is limited in literature. This work aims at presenting chemical solutions that will be useful to prepare a variety of wideband tissue phantoms. Besides, the colon was mimicked in two ways, the healthy tissue and the malignant one, taking into account studies that relate changes on the relative permittivity with cancer. They were designed on the basis of acetonitrile in aqueous solutions as described in a previous work. Thus, many scenarios could be developed such as multilayers which imitate parts of the heterogeneous body.